Honda motor mount replacement

Motor mounts secure the engine to the frame of the car as well as the engine housing. Taking
the car to the shop to have this done by a pro will be time-consuming and costly. This task will
require preparation, tools, and common sense. You will be able to do this in your garage or
driveway in no time at all. Drive the car onto a level surface and apply the hand brake inside the
car. Place chalk blocks behind the rear tires and open the car's hood. Locate the mounts on the
bottom of each side on the engine on the corners. They are black rubber mounts that have a
metal bolt running through the middle of them connecting them to the frame. Raise the car with
the jack on the right side and place a jack stand under the right wheel that is raised. Then do
this to the opposite side of the car so that the front end of the car is off the ground. Place the
jack under the right side of the engine and raise to relieve weight from the frame before you
start removing the right motor mount. Spray the mount bolt with WD to lubricate it for easy
removal. Remove the mount bolt with pliers, ratchet and socket. Use a pry bar to help lift the
mount, and WD if the mount is stuck. Remove the mount from the housing and frame and set
aside. Put the new motor mount in place of the old mount. Insert the mount bolt and tighten with
the ratchet and socket. Repeat steps 4 through 6 for any other motor mounts that you need to
replace. Close the car's hood and back the car off of the jack stands. Living in Tucson, Ariz.
Step 1 Drive the car onto a level surface and apply the hand brake inside the car. Step 2 Locate
the mounts on the bottom of each side on the engine on the corners. Step 3 Raise the car with
the jack on the right side and place a jack stand under the right wheel that is raised. Step 4
Place the jack under the right side of the engine and raise to relieve weight from the frame
before you start removing the right motor mount. Step 5 Remove the mount bolt with pliers,
ratchet and socket. Step 6 Put the new motor mount in place of the old mount. Incorrectly
replacing motor mounts on your car may result in costly repairs and serious injures to yourself
and others. Parts Categories. Reselect Car. View Wish List. Larger Image. View Pics 2. Pics 2.
View Vids 0. Vids 0. View 3D 0. Application Information. Select Options. Install Difficulty. Please
note that Innovative "Full Mount" Kits do not always include a replacement mount for every
factory mount that you may have. This is because the Innovative mounts are much stronger
than the factory ones, and upgrading every single mount is not needed and would only increase
cost. For example, most Honda and Acura "Full Mount" Kits come with 3 mounts, even if the
factory vehicle has 4 mounts total. Please email us for pricing, color options, and availability. By
focusing on precision, performance, and quality Innovative Mounts has created some of the
best performance motor mounts available for your Honda Civic. With each mount coming with a
lifetime warranty, you know they make a good product and stand behind it. Innovative offers
different stiffness bushings which means you can choose your mount's stiffness to
accommodate your driving conditions and power level. Bushing Durometers Available: 60A:
Recommended for street use and stock to mild motors. Red Urethane. Black Urethane. Gray
Urethane. Innovative Mounts are also built to look as good as they perform. Unless otherwise
noted, each Innovative mount features heavy duty steel construction. The steel mounts are
designed in advanced CAD software to fit like stock, but offer increased live of the bushings.
They are also stress analyzed to ensure that any heavy loads are not going to fatigue the mount
over the life of the car. The steel mounts are fully welded before being finished with a durable
wrinkle coating. The billet mounts go through the same CAD design and stress analysis, but
instead of being welded together from steel plate and tubing they are CNC machined from a
solid block of aluminum. This means you get a strong mount with lightweight and show quality
machined finish. This lets you choose the bushing that fits your performance level and the
housing that fits your style. Important Notes: All performance motor mounts will cause some
increase in vibrations, with the vibrations increasing as you go into higher number stiffness
ratings. Some mounts are not available with all urethane options or are made-to-order. We will
contact you about any issues regarding the availability of your bushings if this is the case. Also,
when ordering your mounts, make sure you choose the correct "2 Bolt" or "3 Bolt" option if you
have both choices. You will need to look at your vehicle to find out whether it is "2 Bolt" or "3
Bolt". Loading Featured Parts for your. More Info: Fits cable transmissions only. Kit includes
engine block mount, transmission mount, and rear engine mount. More Info: For use with B
series engine swaps. More Info: For use with B series engine swaps utilizing a cable
transmission. More Info: For use with B series engine swaps utilizing a hydraulic transmission.
Kit includes engine block mount, transmission mount, rear engine mount, and brackets and
hardware. More Info: For use with B series engine swaps in right hand drive conversions. More
Info: For use with F series engine swaps. More Info: For use with H22 series engine swaps.
More Info: For use with 88 to 91 D series engines utilizing a hydraulic transmission. Kit includes
engine block mount, transmission mount, rear engine mount, and cable to hydraulic actuator.
More Info: For use with 92 to 00 D series engines utilizing a hydraulic transmission. More Info:
For use with K series engine swaps. Will not fit K24 transmissions. Some welding is necessary.

The link bellow will drop you to the same Innovative Motor Mounts but for a different car. Shop
with Confidence. Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly
help. Phone: , Email: customercare proimporttuners. All Rights Reserved. February 24th,
Contact Us. About Us. Terms and Conditions. Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading
TrustPilot Reviews. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually
and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions.
High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best
automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your
vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee
fit and function. For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: If the
front engine mount needs to be replaced, watch this step-by-step video and learn how to
replace it the right way yourself. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other brands
with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does not
guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the
brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle
Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get
you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster?
Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Engine Mounts. This part will only fit a vehicle
with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle.
Year Make Model Search. Engine Mounts. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery
options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : MTA
Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. How to Replace Front Engine Mount Honda
Civic Created on: If the front engine mount needs to be replaced, watch this step-by-step video
and learn how to replace it the right way yourself. Remove the 17mm bolt from the new mount
Loosen the bolt on the brace against the wall with a 14mm socket and ratchet Insert the
aluminum brace into place Tighten the 14mm bolts to the aluminum brace Torque the two bolts
to 36 foot-pounds Tighten the bolts on the mount to the frame rail to 47 foot-pounds Insert the
mount into place Tighten the bolts to the mount Torque the three bolts to 52 foot-pounds Insert
the ground strap into place Tighten the 10mm bolt to the strap. Insert the torque rod into place
Tighten the three bolts to the upper torque rod with a 17mm socket and ratchet Torque the bolts
to 47 foot-pounds Lower the jack from the engine. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these
Makes Honda. Product Reviews. Honda Civic engine mount and trans mount kit. First off let me
start off by saying the parts arrived packaged very well and secure. I have not ordered from you
guys before but you just made a customer. Quick shipping and everything fit perfectly. I
couldn't be happier. Well maybe if you guys were in Texas. I could be happier that way. Thank
you for great service and even better parts that fit like hey should. Will definitely spread the
word and will order from you guys again for all my future purchases. Thanks again. So far, so
good. A bit a pain to install, but happy with the result. I could not identify which motor mount
was bad, but my daughter's car started getting the 4-cylinder shake which was never there
before. Bought the motor mount kit and the shake is gone! Motor Mounts. A1 Auto I am so glad
that I found out about you.. I have already told all my relatives and friends that A1 Auto is the
only way to go for Service, Quality and and the best Prices. Thank you A1 Auto. Robert- La
Quinta- Ca. Motor mounts. I was extremely happy with how fast the shipping was when the parts
arrived they were identical to the parts removed couldn't have been happier with both what the
quality appears to be and the price. Battery Maintainer. On time delivery and was as described
love doing business with this seller. Finally happy to get fix. Great quality and price and the
video on how to awesome. The parts in this kit matched the OEM parts for appearance and
quality. Installed quickly and solved my engine vibration problem. Highly recommend them.
Perfect fit! Quick shipping and identical to the original mounts. The videos were helpful and
made the job go smoothly! So far so good. So far so good the price was excellent on my budget
its the exact fit Now I am a customer of 1aauto , thank you High quality. Exact fit. Highly
recommend this package; priced right, quality products, and valuable videos! Absolutely
Awesome. Not only did the parts fit perfectly but the videos made the work painless. They even
included the amount of torque required for each bolt. I will continue to order my parts from 1A
Auto! Terrific parts! Pretty good OEM parts better than buying them at a auto parts store. Parts

are functional when installed, but multiple mounts had to be modified to fit. Luckily, I have
access to plenty of tools and machines to modify the mounts but without modification they
would not have fit properly in the vehicle. I am very pleased with the replacement motor mounts.
Smooth install after spraying all bolts with penetrating oil daily for 3 days. On time delivery.
Delivery is on time. Also, there are videos and instructions on how to install that helps a lot. For
almost a year now Ive been driving with bad engine mount and transmission mount was old and
had failed from multiple reviews of other owners reviews. My car was very loud at first and
vibrated a lot but once I purchase this 4 piece mount hit it literally saved my cars LIFE! Civic
mount kit. Car has about k miles and the OEM mounts have seen better days. I gave this kit 4
stars because of fitment and swift shipping. They fit perfectly, but time will tell if they are truly a
great deal. Did Wonders for my Car!!! My car was vibrating and shaking really badly before I
used this kit to swap out my engine mounts. This kit has literally given my car a new lease on
life! I couldn't be happier! Exact Fit. Reduced Idle Vibrations. Ordered these in Mass and came
the next day. I believe they ship from a warehouse in Mass. The parts all fit exactly like oem.
This also reduced my idle vibrations instantly. With these replacements, you have to drop the
engine, and replacing the mounts allows you to do it at the same time. I also bought these parts
from 1A and had no issues. All i can say is these parts are a perfect match and superior quality.
The Video's from 1A are greatly helpful and made for a simple install start to finish i highly
recommend 1A for all parts next up are the 1A struts and shocks and of course watching the
videos for make for a fast and easy install!! Was exactly what i needed for much better price
than anywhere else i look. Relaced all 4 motor mounts. My mechanic said that the parts were a
perfect match. Since having all 4 motor mounts replaced and the shocks and struts kit I bought
from 1AAUTO, my car is a whole new ride. Thank you very much. Great product. Pieces fit
perfectly! I felt the difference after installation. My engine had a lot of vibration before but after
installing these pieces all the vibrations went away! No more vibration. John B. The parts are
built to the same OE specifications as the original and should not have any kind of issues. This
part will also carry a lifetime warranty against any kind of manufacturing defects. Emma F. I
can't seem to find another part on your website. Alejandro C. Currently, we do not carry this
part for your vehicle. We're always updating our inventory so please check back soon! If you
have any other questions, let us know. Christa R. Does this kit fit only sedans, or does it also fit
2-dr coupe civics? Specifically civic lx coupe? Caleb M. Thank you for your inquiry. This kit will
be correct for coupes or sedans, as long as the specific vehicle has an automatic transmission
and the 1. Please let us know if you have any further questions. Anthony C. Do these mounts
come with replacement bolts? If not, do I need to get new bolts or can I re-use the old ones?
Samuel U. I reused my old bolts. They were just fine. New mounts were identical to the old ones.
Patrick P. Reuse the old bolts. Jon O. Thank you for contacting us. These parts do not come
with new hardware. Peter L. Are these mounts genuine OEM? Thank you. Rojelio C. No, they are
not. The OEM are much more expensive. However they work much better dampening vibrations.
Clifton B. Please let us know if you have any other questions. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Engine Mounts. Honda Civic L4 1. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An engine
mount, made of rubber and steel, has two purposes. One, it secures the engine and
transmission to the frame of the car, and two, it absorbs the road shocks and engine vibrations
so that the driver does not feel any engine movement. Transmission mounts secure the
transmission. Most cars have multiple engine and transmission mounts. Whenever you notice
your engine behaving oddly, you should schedule an inspection. As soon as you notice your
engine vibrating, feeling clunky, or being noisy, schedule an inspection. Engine mounts hold
your engine and transmission in place. The mounts absorb the shocks of the road and the
vibration of the engine and transmission, and keep these two elements securely in place. This
can cause damage to any number of vehicle components, and will also make your ride much
rougher. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Engine Mount. Keep in
mind: Do not drive your car for too long with broken engine or transmission mounts. It can
cause severe damage to the axle shafts and transmission. Some engine mounts contain oil that
may leak if a mount is damaged. How it's done: Identify the broken mount. Remove and replace

the mount. Our recommendation: Whenever you notice your engine behaving oddly, you should
schedule an inspection. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Engine
Mount? Engine or transmission movement, with bumping or clunking noises. Loud noise when
you put the car in gear. Vibration when accelerating or driving uphill. You will feel a movement
in the engine compartment when driving the car. Oil leaking from damaged mount only in case
of fluid filled mounts. How important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real
customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Nolan 0
years of experience. Request Nolan. Prompt, professional, and tremendously polite. I'd
aboslutely hire Nolan again and reccomend him to others. Thanks, Nolan! Joel 9 years of
experience. Request Joel. Knowledgeable and courteous. Arrived on time,showed me the used
part. Greg 21 years of experience. Request Greg. He was punctual, friendly, and thorough. I
trust he did an exceptional job. He also informed me of other things that should be taken care
of. Luis 3 years of experience. Request Luis. He was easy to talk to, confident about what he
was supposed to do and did it in a reasonable amount of time. A professional and a people's
person. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Engine or Transmission Mount
Replacement. The civic has its original mounts since I think it's high time for fresh
replacements! All the new mounts I bought off Amazon. The civic I own has 5 mounts. I attached
pages from the civic manual to show removal and torque values. I decided to start with the
upper engine mount first. First step is the jack up the oil pan by about an inch. I used a piece of
wood between the jack and the oil pan. I applied power lube on all bolts for this job. The upper
bracket I removed using a 17mm socket. The 14mm bolts holding the mount I also took out. You
can see the old and new mounts. Putting the new mount in had an odd issue. The power
steering reservoir bracket prevented the new mount from lining up with the chassis holes. I
removed one 10mm bolt from the bracket and pivoted it away from the mount. The upper
bracket went back on and proper torque was applied. The base of the transmission was jacked
up an inch similar to the previous step. This mount was the easiest to replace and took about 20
minutes. This one was tricky. With the transmission still supported by the car jack I removed 3
short bolts and 1 long one. The easiest way to install the new mount is to put the long bolt back
in then install the 3 small bolts. I used a screwdriver to help align the chassis holes after the
long bolt was screwed in. Torque was applied after all the bolts were snug. The plastic guard
had to be pulled back. The centre bolt nut plus two 14mm bolts were removed. Three 17mm
bolts were loosened on the transmission. Old and new comparison again. Installing the new
was the reverse of removal. This mount was a nightmare to install. The old one was torn. The
nut was seized onto the bolt. Took some skills to get it off. This is why I don't trust mechanics
to do a proper job. They always leave a surprise inside. Putting the bolt back into the engine, I
tightened it as tight as I could. I don't want it coming out the next time I loosen the mount
holding nut. Once the bolt was in place it is impossible to slip the new mount onto it. There is a
flange of sub frame metal blocking the mount. Why did honda design the car like this? A trick to
get the clearance needed is to loosen the engine mount right above. Just loosen the 2 nuts on
the upper bracket to allow the engine to drop 1. Once the mount was installed the two bolts and
holding nut was torqued. Now the car vibrates far less and I'm quite happy with the installation!
Hello mate, thanks so much for posting this. It made doing the mounts on my rd1 honda crv so
easy. Good write up, in fact all your write ups are excellent and well put. Can I recommend one
important thing? Please put the link to where you get the parts and where possible. Can you
please send a link to these mounts? Reply 4 years ago. Hey thanks for the compliment. I got the
mounts straight off Amazon. I just searched for 'engine mounts honda civic '. There are different
price options. Later on I found out the same mounts are in fact the same price in our local car
parts shops. Is this for a manuel or automatique transmission? I see conflicting information on
the Internet if I need 4 or 5 mounts for a automatic transmission. Reply 5 years ago. By
Mjtrinihobby Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It!
Reply Upvote. OfficialAfiba 4 years ago. Mjtrinihobby OfficialAfiba Reply 4 years ago. OlivierM4
4 years ago. Mjtrinihobby OlivierM4 Reply 4 years ago. OlivierM4 Mjtrinihobby Reply 4 years
ago. For a complete replacement it takes 5 pieces for an automatic transmission? Mjtrinihobby
carlos Reply 5 years ago. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and
transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a
week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An engine mount, made of rubber and steel, has two purposes.
One, it secures the engine and transmission to the frame of the car, and two, it absorbs the road
shocks and engine vibrations so that the driver does not feel any engine movement.
Transmission mounts secure the transmission. Most cars have multiple engine and
transmission mounts. Whenever you notice your engine behaving oddly, you should schedule
an inspection. As soon as you notice your engine vibrating, feeling clunky, or being noisy,

schedule an inspection. Engine mounts hold your engine and transmission in place. The
mounts absorb the shocks of the road and the vibration of the engine and transmission, and
keep these two elements securely in place. This can cause damage to any number of vehicle
components, and will also make your ride much rougher. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Engine Mount. Keep in mind: Do not drive your car for too long with
broken engine or transmission mounts. It can cause severe damage to the axle shafts and
transmission. Some engine mounts contain oil that may leak if a mount is damaged. How it's
done: Identify the broken mount. Remove and replace the mount. Our recommendation:
Whenever you notice your engine behaving oddly, you should schedule an inspection. What
common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Engine Mount? Engine or
transmission movement, with bumping or clunking noises. Loud noise when you put the car in
gear. Vibration when accelerating or driving uphill. You will feel a movement in the engine
compartment when driving the car. Oil leaking from damaged mount only in case of fluid filled
mounts. How important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Honda Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda mechanics Real customer reviews
from Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jason 0 years of experience.
Request Jason. Jason was friendly and very knowledgeable. I asked a million questions and he
answered all of them. He showed up on time and fixed everything in a timely manner. Jonathan
25 years of experience. Request Jonathan. Pilot - Alternator - Marietta, GA. Very Professional
and helpful. Pilot - Coolant is leaking - Carmichael, CA. Very helpful explaining why all these
repairs are needed and showed me what is going on. Julius 24 years of experience. Request
Julius. Julius is a very amiable, friendly person with a high degree of mechanical expertise. Did
not disappoint. Would call on him again. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Engine or
Transmission Mount Replacement. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Motor Mount part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop
Honda Accord Motor Mount. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RH Part Number: Part Number: BEC Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from
top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Dec 20, Worked
out perfectly!. Michael Terribile. Purchased on Dec 05, Replacement Motor Mount - Front. May
14, Sorry it has taken me so long to install them still messing with the tranny. Purchased on Apr
29, Jun 10, Well worth the money. Perfect fit quality piece, received part faster than expected.
Purchased on May 09, Helpful Automotive Resources. Bad Motor Mount Symptoms Here are
some of the most common broken motor mount symptoms: Abnormal vibrations. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Motor Mount part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Honda Accord Motor Mount. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Char
2008 jeep liberty battery
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ge. Add to cart. Part Number: RH Part Number: Part Number: BEC Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of
16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality
components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part.
Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Replacement Motor
Mount - Front and Rear. Feb 10, Jon Silva-Wright. Purchased on Jan 22, Dec 20, Worked out
perfectly!. Michael Terribile. Purchased on Dec 05, Jun 10, Well worth the money. Perfect fit
quality piece, received part faster than expected. Purchased on May 09, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Bad Motor Mount Symptoms Here are some of the most common broken motor
mount symptoms: Abnormal vibrations. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

